
EXPONENTIAL DECAY IN NONLINEAR NETWORKS1

R. J. DUFFIN

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the effect of friction

or damping on electrical or mechanical systems. Of particular con-

cern is the rate of decay of the amplitude of free vibrations. For sys-

tems described by linear differential equations with constant coeffi-

cients, it is well known that damping causes the free vibrations to de-

cay exponentially. It is to be shown here that a similar behavior

holds for a class of nonlinear systems.

To clarify the mathematical formulation of the problem, attention

will first be confined to a mechanical system having only one degree of

freedom. Let the Lagrangian coordinate be denoted by q and let

q'=dq/dt denote the velocity. The Lagrangian equation for the sys-

tem may be written as

(a) dpi/dt + pi + pz = g.

Here g is interpreted as the external force applied to the system,

dpi/dt is the inertial force, pi is the damping force, and £3 is the elastic

force. The free vibrations are determined by taking g = 0.

If the system is linear pi — Lq, p% = Rq, and p3 = Sq where L, R, and

5 are constants which satisfy Z^O, SgïO, and i?>0. Thus the free

vibration of a linear system is determined by the equation

(a') Lq + Rq + Sq = 0.

This equation can be solved explicitly and it is seen that q' = 0(e~bt)

for some positive constant b. Thus the velocity decays exponentially.

The nonlinear systems under consideration are assumed to satisfy

the relations pi= Vi(q), pz = Rq, and pz= V3{q). Here Vi(q) is a func-

tion only of q and V3(q) is a function only of q. It is further assumed

that 0 = Fi(0) = F3(0) and that there are positive constants A and B

such that:

(b) A g dVi{x)/dx S B

and

(c) A ^ dVi(x)/dx ^ B for all x.
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R is permitted to be an arbitrary variable but subject to the condition

(d) A £ R ^ B.

In particular R could be a function of q, q, and /. The same constants

A and B appear in relations (b), (c), and (d) only as a matter of con-

venience in notation. The Lagrangian equation becomes

(a") dVi(q)/dt + Rq+ V3(q) = 0.

The hypotheses made above are sufficiently general to insure that a

large class of physical systems are described by an equation of the

type (a").
To prove that the solutions of (a") decay exponentially it is first

observed that (b) or (c) imply

(e) A g V(x)/x á B.

(Here the subscript has been dropped.) Let v(x) =JlV(x)dx, then it

follows from (e) that

(f) Ax* ^ 2v(x) g Bx\

Let w(x) =JoxdV(x), then it follows from (b) or (c) that

(g) Ax2 é 2w(x) á Bx\

Multiplying (a") by q gives

qdVM)/dt + V3(q)q = - Rq*

or

d(wï(q) + v%(q))/dt - - Rq\

(It is of interest to observe that Wi(q) can be interpreted as the kinetic

energy of the system and v3(q) can be interpreted as the potential

energy.) It also follows from (a") that

d{qV,{q))/dt = qV,(q) - Rqq - V3(q)q.

Let f = Wi+v3+bqVi and F= —f—bf where b is a positive constant.

Then

F = Rq2 - bqVi + bRqq + bV3q - bwi - bvs - b2Viq.

Since w3(q)+vs(q) = V3(q)q it follows that

F = Rq* - bqVi - bwi + bRqq - bWiq + bw3.

Making use of inequalities (e), (f), and (g) gives

F^(A- 3bB/2)q2 - B(b + b2) \ q\ \ q\ + bAq2/2.
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The expression is a quadratic form in | q\ and \q\ ; it is non-negative if

4(p - 36/2) (pb/2) - (b + 62)2 ̂  0, p = A¡B.

Let & have the value p2/4, then this last relation becomes

p4(l - 3P/8)/2 - p*(l/4 + p2/16)2 > p4/16 > 0.

Thus F^O or equivalently d(ebtf)/dt^0. From the definition of/and

the inequalities (e), (f), and (g) it follows that

f^Aq*/2 + Aq*/2-bB\q\ \ q\ .

Since bB =pA/4:^A/4: it is seen that

f£A(q*+q*)/4.

Thus / is non-negative so the relation d(ebtf)/dt^0 implies that

f=0(e~ht). Thus q2 = 0(e~bt) and q2 = 0(e~bt). This completes the proof

that all solutions of the differential equation (a") vanish exponen-

tially.
Now consider mechanical systems with n degrees of freedom. By

use of vectorial notation the Lagrangian equations may be expressed

as a single vector equation of the form (a). Now pi, pi, pz, and g

denote vectors with n components. If the system is linear then the

free vibrations are determined by equation (a) where L, R, and S

signify n by n matrices and g is a vector with n components. In the

"normal case" the matrices L, R, and 5 are constant, symmetric, and

semi-definite. If R is positive definite, standard techniques may be

applied to show that all solutions vanish exponentially.

The nonlinear systems to be considered are governed by a vector

equation of the form (a"). Now R denotes a variable, positive, defin-

ite matrix. The expressions V\ and V3 are nonlinear transformations

of a type which are here termed "definite transformations." The prop-

erties of definite transformations are developed in §2.

Of concern in §2 are transformations V(q) = p where p and q are

vectors. If qi, qi, • • ■ , qn denote the coordinates of q, then the co-

ordinates of p are given by

px = Vi(qu qt, ■ ■ ■ , qn),

pi = Vi(qu qt, ■ ■ ■ , qn),

»

pn = Vn(qh q2, • • • , ?»).

The Jacobian matrix of this transformation is
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V'u = dVi/dqj, i, j - 1, 2, • • • ».

It is assumed that this matrix is symmetric, thus F¿=Fjj. It is

further assumed that the origin is a fixed point of the transformation.

Then the transformation Fis termed strictly definite, if there are posi-

tive constants A and B such that the eigenvalues X, of the matrix

V'u satisfy A ^X,^5. The transformation is termed definite if some

of the eigenvalues satisfy this inequality while the others vanish. In

general, the eigenvalues will be functions of q. It is seen that in the

linear case a strictly definite transformation has a positive definite

matrix and a definite transformation has a semi-definite matrix.

The proof of exponential decay for systems with n degrees of free-

dom is given in §3. As in the special case just considered a scalar

function/(ç, q) is introduced which is shown to satisfy the inequalities

/^0 and df/dt+bf^0. It follows that/ = 0(e-") and from this it is
seen that q decays exponentially.

The proof of exponential decay is based on the hypothesis that R is

positive definite. In physical terms this hypothesis might be described

as "distributed damping." It is possible to give examples of systems

which have exponential decay but with R merely semi-definite. Some

results for systems in which R is merely semi-definite have been ob-

tained in a previous paper [l].

The last section of this paper is concerned with nonlinear electrical

networks. It is pointed out that the current q flowing in a network is

governed by an equation of the form (a). The theorems proved in this

paper are shown to impose certain restrictions on the behavior of

nonlinear networks.

2. Definite transformations and definite forms. Let Q be a real

w-dimensional vector space. If p and q are vectors of Q, let {p, q)

denote the scalar product and let ||g|| = (q, q)112 denote the norm.

An n by n matrix L defines a linear transformation of Q, say p = Lq.

If L is symmetric and {Lq, q)^0, then L is said to be definite. If

{Lq, q)>0 for q^O, then L is said to be strictly definite. (This termi-

nology is slightly unorthodox.)

The notion of a definite matrix is of prime importance in the study

of linear networks. In nonlinear networks the linear transformation

Lq is replaced by a nonlinear transformation V{q). In many cases of

physical importance it results that V{q) has properties quite similar

to Lq. This was shown in previous papers, and V{q) was termed a

quasi-linear replacement of Lq. The theory of such nonlinear trans-

formations is given here in a somewhat more systematic and complete

form than in the previous papers [l; 2; 3].
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Let p = V{q) be a continuous transformation of Q defined for every

vector q. Let dp = V'dq denote the corresponding differential trans-

formation. The matrix V is supposed to have matrix elements which

are continuous functions of q. This transformation p = V{q) is termed

definite if:

(i)   7(0) =0;
(ii)   V is symmetric;

(iii) il||*1||*g(7'*f aO^NI2.
Here Xi denotes the orthogonal projection of the arbitrary vector x in

a subspace Qi of Q. A and B are positive constants termed bounds. Qi

depends on V. If Qi can be taken to be Q, then the transformation is

termed strictly definite.

It may be seen that this definition is so phrased that if L is a

definite matrix, then p = Lq is a definite transformation. The follow-

ing lemmas pertain to a definite transformation p= V{q).

Lemma 1. With each pair of vectors q' and q" there is associated a

definite matrix 7* such that

(1) 7(50 - 7(ff") = 7V - V*q"

and

(2) ^||*i||» ̂ (7**, *) ̂  ^Hiidll"

for an arbitrary vector x.

Proof. Let q — q"+s{q' — q") where s is a parameter. Then

dq = ds{q' —q") and

p'-p" = § dp = §lV'ds{q'-q").

This proves (1) with

(3) V*= f V'ds.

Integrating (iii) with respect to í gives (2). (In previous papers V*

was also denoted as V.)

A consequence of (2) is

(4) ¿H*|| ¡s ||i»4l * *H«II-
This may be seen by considering a rotated coordinate system in which

V* is in diagonal form.

Taking q' = q and q" = 0 gives
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(5) V(a) = V*q.

Then by (4)

(6) A\\qi\\ Z \\V(q)\] ̂  B\\qi\\.

Lemma 2. V(q') = V(q") if and only if the projection of q'—q" in Qi

vanishes.

Proof. This follows from (1) and (4) by taking x = q'—q".

Lemma 3. The scalar function

(7) v(q) =   f  (V(sq), q)ds
J o

is the potential of V. That is

(8) dv(q) = (V(q), dq).

Moreover,

(9) A\\qi\\2 g 2v(q) g B\\qi\\2.

Proof. Differentiating (7) gives

dv=   f   [(sV'dq,q) + (V(sq),dq)]ds

=   f  (sV'q+V(sq),dq)ds

=   f   (dV(sq)s/ds, dq)ds = (V(q), dq).

In Lemma 1 take q' = sq and q" = 0. Then V(sq) = V*sq and ( V(sq), q)

= (V*q, q)s. Integrating (2) with respect to 5 proves (9). The poten-

tial of a definite transformation may be termed a definite form.

Lemma 4. The range of V(q) is precisely Qi.

Proof. Relation (6) implies that the range of V(q) is contained

in Qi. This result, together with Lemma 2, shows that it is sufficient

to confine attention to vectors in the subspace Q\. Let p' be a given

vector of Qi. Let u=v(q) — (p', q) for q in Qx. Then by (9) it is seen that

m—>+oo as H?!]—>°°- Hence u has an absolute minimum at some

point, say q = q'. Thus

0 = du = dv - (/>', dq) = (V(q') - p', dq).
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It follows that V(q') —p' = 0. Since p' is arbitrary, this completes the

proof.

Lemma 5. There is a definite transformation W whose range is Qi

and such that W and V are inverse transformations in Qi.

Proof. Attention is first confined to the subspace Qi. By Lemma 2

and Lemma 4 it follows that V has a unique inverse, say q = W(p).

The Jacobian of the transformation p = V(q) is the determinant of

V; this does not vanish. Thus by a standard theorem of the differen-

tial calculus dq = W'dp and the matrix elements of W are continuous

functions of p. Since the matrix W is the inverse of V it follows that

W is symmetric. Moreover,

(10) ^Ml* è (W'x, x) ̂  A-'WxW*

for any vector x of Qi. This is seen by taking a rotated coordinate

system in which V is in diagonal form. Relation (10) shows that W

satisfies condition (iii). Thus IF is a strictly definite transformation of

0i.
For any vector p of Q define W(p) = W(pi) where pi is the projec-

tion of p in Qi. It is clear that W so defined is a definite transforma-

tion of Q.

Lemma 6. Let p = V(q). Then the potentials of V and W are related by

(11) v(q) + w(p) = (p, q).

Moreover,

(12) ^||?1||2 g 2w(p) =g B\\qi\\\

Proof. Let h = v+w — (p, q). Then

dh = dv — (p, dq) + dw — (q, dp) = dw — {q, dp).

But W(p)=qi and dw = (qi, dp) = (q, dp). The last step is a conse-

quence of dp being in Qi. Thus dh = 0, so h is constant. But if g = 0,

then A = 0, so (11) follows.

By relation (7)

w(p) = (V(q), q)-   f  (V(sq), q)ds
J o

=   f  (V(q) - V(sq),q)ds =   f  (V*q, ?)(1 - s)ds.

Integrating inequality (2) proves (12).
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Lemma 7. Let k be a constant vector. Then V{q-\-k) — V{k) is a defi-

nite transformation with the same range as V{q).

Proof. It is obvious that this transformation satisfies the condi-

tions (i), (ii), and (iii).

3. Exponential decay. A vector q in the space Q is assumed to vary

with time so as to satisfy a differential equation of the form

(13) dpi/dt + P2 + p3 = g.

It is assumed that the first derivatives of the vectors pi and q exist

for t^O. Equation (13) contains definite transformations. Unless the

contrary is stated, these are considered not to vary with the time.

If a function is 0{e~ct) for some positive constant c, it is said to

vanish exponentially.

Theorem 1. Let V\ and V3 be definite transformations. In the differ-

ential equation

(14) dVM)/dt +Rq+ V3{q) = 0

R denotes a matrix whose matrix elements may depend on t, q, and q.

It is supposed that there are positive constants A and B such that

(15) A\\x\\2 ^ {Rx, x)    and   \\Rx\\ ^ B\\x\\

for an arbitrary vector x. Let q3 denote the projection of q in the subspace

which is the range of V3.

Then there are positive constants a and b such that for all solutions of

(14)

(16) e-<» ik\\q\V+ \W ^ e~ht

provided t is sufficiently large and q does not vanish identically.

Proof. Comparing (13) and (14) gives pi=Vi{q), pt = Rq, and

p3= V3{q). Let q\ denote the projection of q in Qit the range of V\.

It is not assumed that R is symmetric.

By (8), dv3{q)/dt = {V3{q), q) = {p3, q). By (11), dw1{p1) = {q, dpO, so

dwi{pi)/dt = {q, dpi/dt). Thus

(17) d{Wl + v3)/dt = - {pi, q) = - {Rq, q).

Let the form / be defined as

(18) / = wx + v3 + b{plt q3)

where & is a positive constant. Then
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d(pi, qz)/dt = (p\, q3) + (pi, q3) = - (pi, q3) - (p3, q3) + (pi, q3).

Making use of this relation together with (17) gives

/ = - (Pt> ?) + Kpi, ?s) - b(pi, q3) - b(p3, q3).

Let F= -f-bf. Then

F = (Pi, ?) - t>W! - b(plt q\) + b(pi, q3) - b2(pu q3) + bw3.

Here relation (11) has been employed; that is, w3= (p3, q3) —v3.

Without loss of generality it may be assumed that A and B in (15)

are also bounds for the definite transformations Vi and V3. Then by

the inequalities (15) together with those given in §2:

(Pt,q) = (Rq,q) 2; A\\q\\2,

w3^A \\q3\\2/2,

wi g B\\qx\\2/2 è B\\q\\2/2,

I (íi,?.) |   ̂  Hiill ||?bN *llilK
I (#.,?.) I   ̂ NINIMIilllkl

and

I (Pu ?.) |   ̂  Ml Ikall á B\\q\\ ||9,||.
Substituting these inequalities in the expression for F gives

F S (A - 3bB/2)\\q\\2 - B(b + b2)\\q\\ \\q3\\ + bA\\q3\\2/2.

The expression on the right is non-negative if

4(p - 3b/2)(pb/2) - (b + b2)2 £ 0,        p = A IB.

Take &=p2/4. Then this relation becomes

p«(l - 3p/8)/2 - p«(l/4 + p2/16)2 > Pyi6 > 0.

Thus F^O or equivalently d(ebtf)/dt^0. Hence, for i^0,/(0) ^ebtf(t)

by the law of the mean, so

(19) f(t) è f(0)e~bt, b = A2/4B2.

Clearly/^i4||ji||72+.4||î«||y2-fcB||ji|| ||g,||. Substituting the value
of b stated in (19) gives bB 1&A/4, so

(20) /^(^/4)(||?i||2 + |k3||2).

Let q = q\+q\ where q\ is in the orthogonal complement of Qi. Then

since dpi/dt is in Qi, it follows from (14) that (Rq, q0) + (p3, q0) =0.

Thus
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(Ago, go) = - (Rqi + pi, go) < \\Eqi + pi\\ ||go||,

¿llioll ̂ ll-Kffx + *.|| Û \\Rqi\\ + \\p3\\,
||g.|| á (5/¿)(||gi|| + ||g.||),

||ío||,á2(5/^)»(||g1||» + ||g,||«).

Since ||g||H|gil|2+||go||2

(21) ||g||* + ||g»||* g (1 + 2{B/A)2){\\q1\\2 + ||g3||2).

From (19), (20), and (21) it follows that ||g||2+||g3||2 = 0(e-t<)- It is

clear from the derivation that a slightly larger value of b could have

been chosen. This proves one part of (16).

Let E = wi+v3, then

È + aE - - (pt, q) + aE^- B\\ q\\2 + aA^]2 + \\q3\\2)/2.

Making use of (21) gives

È + aE ^ {-B[í + 2(B/A)2] + aAß)^2 + ||g3||2).

So if a^6(B/A)s, then Ê+aE^O, d(eatE)/dt^0, and E(t) ̂ e-"E(0).
But

ÄaBdliJI' + IWh/asÄdW^ + M")^
so

||gf + ||g3||2^2e-'"£(0)/JB.

It follows from (17) that £ is a nonincreasing function. If £(0)=0,

then E would vanish identically. It is seen from (21) that this would

make q vanish identically. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2. Let V\ and V3 be definite transformations and let V2 be

a strictly definite transformation. If g is a constant vector, then the

differential equation

(22) dV1(q)/dt + Vt(q) + V3(q) = g

has a solution such that q' = r, a constant vector. Any other solution is

such that q' — r vanishes exponentially as t—>+ 00.

Proof. Let Q3 be the range of 73 and now let Qa denote the orthog-

onal complement of Q3. Let P be the orthogonal projection trans-

formation into Co. Then P is a definite matrix such that P2 = P and

PQ = Qo. Let p = PVi(Pq), then dp=PV{Pdq and (PV{Px, x)
= {VíPx, Px) = {Víx0, Xf)). It follows directly from the definitions of

a definite transformation that PVi(Pq) is a definite transformation

with range Q<¡. By Lemma 4 there is a vector r contained in Q0 such
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that Pg = PV2(Pr) = PV2(r). Thus V2(r) -g is in Q3. Applying Lemma

4 to V3 shows that there is a vector 5 contained in Q3 such that

V3(s) = -V2(r)+g.

Let y = rt+s. Then Vi(y) = Vi(r), V2(y) = V2(r), and V3(y) = V3(s).

Thus y is a solution of (22). If q is another solution, let z = q—y. Let

Ui(z) = 7i(j) - Vi(y), U2(z) = V2(q) - V2(y), and U3(z) = V3(q) - F3(y).

So

(23) dUi(z)/dt + U2(z) + U3(z) = 0.

From Lemma 7 it is seen that Ui, U2, and U3 are definite transforma-

tions. By equation (5), U2(z) = U*z where U* is a strictly definite

matrix. It is clear that equation (23) is in the form of equation (14).

Thus Theorem 1 applies to z, and the proof is completed.

Theorem 3. Let V2(q, t) be a strictly definite transformation as a

function of the vector q with bounds independent of the parameter t. Let

L and S be constant definite matrices. In the differential equation

(24) dLq/dt + V2(q, t) + Sq - g(t)

let g(t) be an arbitrary function of t. If q and q' are both solutions of (24),

then q' — q' vanishes exponentially as i—►+<».

Proof. Subtracting the equations for a' and q gives

(25) dLz/dt + Vp + Sz = 0

where z = q — q'. Here V* is defined by Lemma 1. It is seen that Theo-

rem 1 applies to equation (25), and the proof is complete.

4. Application to electrical networks. The network interpretation

of the equation dpi/dt+p2+p3 = g is as follows. The components of

the vectors pi, p2, p3, and g give magnetic flux, resistive voltage,

capacitative voltage, and generator voltage acting in n independent

circuits of the network. The components of q give the net charge which

has circulated in these circuits. Thus q gives the currents flowing.

The assumption that pi is a definite transformation of q corresponds

to transformers in the network with ferromagnetic cores. Hysteresis

is assumed to be negligible. A detailed analysis of this situation was

given in a previous paper [3].

The assumption that p3 is a definite transformation corresponds to

capacitors having a nonlinear dielectric material. More precisely, the

differential dielectric constant should lie between positive limits.

Capacitors of this type shall be termed ferroelectric.

In Theorem 1 the matrix R may be interpreted as the effective in-
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stantaneous resistance of the network. The type of nonlinearity per-

mitted is essentially arbitrary. Thus the network could contain vac-

uum tubes, transistors, or variable resistors. Hysteresis is permitted.

A quasi-linear resistor is a conductor whose differential resistance

lies between positive limits. It was shown in a previous paper [l]

that if a network has quasi-linear resistors, p2 is a definite transforma-

tion of the current. In such a situation Theorem 2 applies.

Theorem 2 has the following corollary:

A network of ferromagnetic transformers, ferroelectric capacitors, and

quasi-linear resistors powered by batteries cannot generate sustained

oscillations or serve as a power amplifier.

The validity of the first part of this statement is clear. In other

terms, the statement means that such a network cannot convert

direct current to alternating current.

The justification of the second part of the statement depends on

the interpretation of the somewhat nebulous phrase "power ampli-

fier." Examples of devices which can serve as power amplifiers are:

vacuum tubes, transistors, and relays. This is not the place to give a

detailed analysis of the concept of a power amplifier. For the present

purpose it suffices to postulate one of the properties of a power ampli-

fier, as follows: If a suitable feedback network is connected between

the input and output of a power amplifier, there results a total net-

work with more than one asymptotic state of current flow. The feed-

back network can be linear, except possibly for quasi-linear resistors.

For example, consider an ideal linear power amplifier. Direct positive

feedback would result in an unstable system with constant negative

resistance in the feedback loop. The adjunction of a suitable quasi-

linear resistor to the feedback loop would give rise to a system having

two stable states of current flow in this loop.

Now consider a network which satisfies the conditions of the corol-

lary. The adjunction of a feedback network results in a total network

which satisfies the same conditions. By Theorem 2 the total network

has a unique asymptotic state; hence the original network could not

have been a power amplifier, and the proof is complete. As stated

above, it is assumed that hysteresis is absent. In another paper [4]

it is shown that the presence of magnetic or dielectric hysteresis does

not change the statement.

Theorem 3 applies to networks with linear transformers, linear

capacitors, and quasi-linear resistors. The theorem states that for

arbitrary applied generator voltages the effect of the initial state of

the network dies out. Thus the current flow approaches a unique

asymptotic state as time goes on. This theorem and the theorem
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proved in reference [l ] are related but are not equivalent. Either of

these theorems has the following corollary:

A network of linear transformers, linear capacitors, and quasi-linear

resistors powered by batteries and alternating current generators cannot

serve as a power amplifier.

The negation of the statements of these corollaries would have

technological significance of some importance. Thus the first corollary

implies that the magnetic amplifier or the dielectric amplifier cannot

function without a source of alternating current. The second corollary

implies that such amplifiers cannot function without the use of non-

linear magnetic or dielectric material.

The writer wishes to acknowledge helpful and suggestive conversa-

tions pertaining to the notions in this paperwith Professor Leo Finzi of

the Department of Electrical Engineering, Carnegie Institute of

Technology.
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